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ملخص

تورينو المشتركة عملها في سقارة في المنطقة شمال قبر-‘ واصلت البعثة ليدن،2019 في موسم
((V82.1)
V82.1) 2018  بهدف إزالة الأتربة التي تراكمت فوق القبر الجديد الذي اكتُشِف خلال موسم،مايا
 تمت إزالة العديد من طبقات الأتربة التي تغطي.2020
.2020 وإعداد المنطقة لموسم التنقيب لعام
 بالرغم من أن هذه الرواسب تراكمت في الغالب بموجب،المنطقة الشمالية من القبر الجديد
 قامت. فقد تمت دراستها بشكل منهجي،الحفريات السابقة في الثمانينيات والتسعينيات
البعثة بالتنقيب وبتسجيل العديد من المواد العضوية مثل الكتان والخشب و غيرها من الشظايا
 من. كما أنه تم الكشف وتسجيل مرافق التخزين الموجودة في الموقع.واكتشافات أخرى صغيرة
 قام فريق الباحثين من الفرع التقني لجامعة ميلانو بمسح جزء من الهياكل،خلال هذه العملية
 بفضل تعاون هذا.تحت الأرض لمقابر حورمحب و مرينيث باستخدام الماسح ثلاثي الأبعاد
 استناداً على النموذج. تم أثناء أعمال التنقيب اختبار طريقة جديدة في التوثيق،الفريق
 تم تسجيل مراحل التنقيب المختلفة مما سمح بإعادة البناء الرقمي للمنطقة،ثلاثي الأبعاد
 تم تنفيذ نموذج رقمي لكامل سطح.بأكملها وتوثيق جميع الاكتشافات في أماكنها الأصلية
.ًالمنطقة بالإضافة إلى إنشاء نماذج ثلاثية الأبعاد لبعض المقابر الأثرية التي نُقّب عنها سابقا
ً بما أن الأمطار الغزيرة ألحقت الضرر بالعديد من المقابر الأثرية المكتشفة سابقا،ًوأخيرا
. فقد تم تدعيمها وإعادة بناء الأقسام الضرورية،والمفتوحة لزيارة الجمهور
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1. Introduction

Farag (General Director of Saqqara) and Dr Hany el-

(Lara Weiss and Daniel Soliman)

Tayeb (Director of Saqqara) and the supervision of

During the 2019 season, between 16 March and 24

Dr Aiman Gamal (Chief Inspector), Dr Samir Shaheen

April, the Leiden-Turin Joint Expedition to Saqqara

(Director of Foreign Missions at Saqqara) and field

continued work in the northern sector of its conces-

inspector Mr Yousri Ali Abdel Azeem. The restoration

sion area. In addition, the shaft and underground

of various limestone reliefs blocks found during the

chambers of the tomb of Meryneith were surveyed.

previous seasons as well as of those uncovered dur-

The staff consisted of Christian Greco and Lara Weiss

ing the 2019 season was carefully completed under

(field directors), Paolo Del Vesco (archaeologist and

the supervision of the Head of Restoration, Ashraf

deputy director), Miriam Müller (archaeologist),

Ashour Shaaban, and Ragab Turki of the Central

Daniel Soliman (epigrapher), Nico Staring (archae-

Magazine. The joint expedition is very grateful to

ologist), Corinna Rossi, Alessandro Mandelli and

Prof Dr Khaled el-Anany (Minister of State of Antiq-

Luca Perfetti (surveyors), Barbara Aston and Valenti-

uities), to Dr Nashwa Gaber (General Director of For-

na Gasperini (ceramicists), Stefanie Papenheim and

eign Missions) and to the Members of the Permanent

Islam Taha (conservators), Nicola Dell’Aquila (pho-

Committee of the MSA for granting permissions, ad-

tographer), Alice Salvador (illustrator), Lyla Pinch-

vice and assistance. As always, we are grateful to the

Brock (artist), Nicholas Warner (architect), Ali Jelene

mission’s local agent Salah el-Deen Hasabalaa, the

Scheers (physical anthropologist), and Huw Twiston

housekeepers and chefs of the Saqqara rest house,

Davies (Egyptologist). The fieldwork benefited sig-

Atef Sayed Ramadan and Mahmoud Abu el Hassan

nificantly from the kind collaboration of Dr Sabri

Ahmed, and the more than thirty workmen, wa-
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Fig. 1: General plan of the excavation area at the end of the 2019 season. Drawing by Paolo Del Vesco based on orthophotos
by 3D Survey Group, Politecnico di Milano/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 2a-b: Specimens of Cleopatra cigarette boxes associated with deposits of the 1980s. Photo by Paolo Del Vesco/LeidenTurin Expedition to Saqqara.

ter-carriers and pottery assistants,1 without whose

preparing the area for exploration of the new tomb.

hard work the season would not have been possible.

The 2019 excavation extended over 26 grid squares

The excavations were generously sponsored by the

(V80-82; W79-82; X79-83; Y-Z79-85, approx. 650

Dutch Research Council (NWO).2

m2).

2. Preliminary report on the excavation

2.1 The modern spoil heaps

(Paolo Del Vesco and Nico Staring)

In order to better understand the formation of the

The excavated area lies in the northernmost sec-

high spoil heaps and relate it to the stratigraphic

tor of the concession, immediately to the north of

sequence recorded previously in the area stretching

the well-known Eighteenth Dynasty tomb of Maya

along the outer wall of the tomb of Maya, the deci-

(Fig. 1). This area, which has been the focus of the

sion was made to excavate the artificial mound as

mission’s fieldwork since 2017, was used by the for-

systematically and carefully as the timeframe of the

mer EES-Leiden archaeological expeditions during

fieldwork season allowed. A mixed system of regular

the late 1980s and early 1990s to dispose of sand

arbitrary cuts, creating steps progressively sloping

and debris excavated from the tomb of Maya and its

southward, and individual context recording was

vicinity. As a result, a considerable spoil heap was

deemed to be the most cost- and time-effective ap-

formed. This mound of loose sand, several metres

proach. A number of horizontal terraces were grad-

high, did not allow work to be continued on tomb

ually created, lowering the mound to the level of the

V82.13, the new structure found and partly exca-

highest preserved remains of the new tomb, at an

vated in 2018. Therefore, most of the 2019 season

average elevation of about 57.70 m ASL in squares

was spent gradually removing the spoil heaps and

W80-82. The highest part of the mound (60.90 m
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ASL) was situated along the northern edge of the in-

8 January to mid-March), the EES-Leiden mission

vestigated area, in square Z85.

excavated three tombs, investigating both their su-

The upper deposits consisted of loose sand, mixed

perstructures and their subterranean burial cham-

with conspicuous quantities of potsherds, bones,

bers: those of Khay, Pabes, and Ramose.5 In these

small to medium-sized limestone chips, fragments

very loose deposits of sand and limestone flakes, a

of mud-bricks, and modern materials, includ-

reed basket, comparable to those used by the work-

ing pieces of rope and fabric, stamped red bricks,

force of the mission at the time, and another well

newspaper scraps, plastic packaging, and cigarette

delimited dump of funerary material were found.

packets. Cigarettes (Figs. 2a-b) and newspapers, in

The modern dump pit included palm ribs and leaves,

particular, could be used to date the formation of

reed stems – some of which were still bound togeth-

the deposits. Thanks to them we were able, for in-

er by a rope and interwoven with palm leaves – tex-

stance, to assign the first arbitrary layer of 30-40

tile fragments (incl. burnt ones), bones, Dutch-lan-

cm (immediately beneath the topsoil) to a timespan

guage newspaper scraps, pieces of plastered wood, a

ranging between 1988 and 1994. Within this first

few potsherds, and some cotton wool. Although the

artificial step, two well delimited contexts (321 and

main dumping area during the 1986 season lay west

323, Fig. 3) were identified and recorded in square

of the tomb of Ramose,6 it is possible that part of

Z85: they included concentrations of ancient ma-

the excavation debris was also carried further away

terials (palm ribs, textiles fragments, bone frag-

to the north of that area, which was to be dug the

ments, and pieces of painted wood coffins) mixed

following season in search of the superstructure of

with fragments of plastic bags and palm leaf bas-

the tomb of Maya.

kets. These contexts are clearly modern dumps of

As became evident from the stratigraphic sequence

specific materials, most likely from the excavation

visible in the east section of square Z85, the loose

of funerary deposits in the subterranean complex

deposits encountered during the cutting of the high-

of the tomb of Maya, where the former EES-Leid-

er artificial steps had gradually built up on top of a

en archaeological mission worked in 1988 (6 Janu-

very compact mud surface (context 325), which is

4

ary–23 March). The large, mostly sandy deposits of

probably the topmost level of a mound of debris

the first artificial layer within which the two dumps

which already existed in the 1980s and is possibly

were found yielded numerous other objects, includ-

visible in one of the plates of the final publication of

ing Late Period shabti fragments and faience amu-

the tomb of Ramose (Figs. 5a-b).

lets, slipper-coffin pieces, and chips of relief-deco-

A second small mound (context 341), made of sand

rated limestone blocks.

mixed with small limestone flakes and covered by
a thick compacted surface sloping down from a

In squares Y82-83 – at an elevation of 59.9 m ASL –

maximum elevation of 59.60 m to a minimum of

newspaper scraps from 1987 were found (Fig. 4),

58.90 m ASL, was identified in square X82. The ab-

suggesting that the associated deposits were formed

sence of fragments of plastic bags and objects from

during the corresponding fieldwork season of the

the deposits sealed by the compact surface of these

EES-Leiden mission. This mission worked between

low mounds suggests that they belong among the

6 January and 16 March of that year in an area north

humps that still characterise the landscape of Saqqa-

of the tomb of Ramose in order to locate the aper-

ra today. Such mounds were formed by indiscrimi-

ture of the tomb shaft of Maya. During that season,

nate ransacking of the necropolis, especially during

most of Maya’s tomb superstructure was unearthed,

the nineteenth century. The complex overlapping of

and this might explain the larger quantity of lime-

these deposits and those deriving from more recent

stone and mud-brick fragments encountered at this

archaeological research has significantly altered the

level of the dump deposits. Carrying on the cutting

ancient funerary landscape and calls for more care-

of the arbitrary steps on the mound slope towards

ful evaluations of the impact that present-day ac-

the south, in square Y84 (context 324) a newspa-

tivities (such as archaeology and tourism) have on

per scrap from 1986 was found. In that year (from

these often very vulnerable ancient sites. One way
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Fig. 3: Context 321: a modern dump consisting of a concentration of palm ribs, textile fragments, bone fragments, and pieces
of painted wood. Photo by Paolo Del Vesco/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 4: A newspaper scrap dated to 26 January 1987,
corresponding to the 1987 fieldwork season of the EESLeiden mission. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 5a-b: a: The tomb of Ramose, general view looking
north, in 1987. In the background, the area currently under
excavation. Photo by Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden;
b: The same area, from a similar point of view, during
excavation in 2019. Photo by Paolo Del Vesco/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 6: View of the dispersed limestone fragments, mud-bricks and pottery sherds (context 348) from the south. Photo by
Paolo Del Vesco/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

to assess their effects, or to record new landscape

of limestone. Under it, a sequence of thin layers of

modifications, is 3D photogrammetry, which allows

sand, with limestone dust alternating with darker

the production of Digital Surface Models (Fig. 13) on

layers of sand mixed with mud-brick particles, was

which to plot, for instance, the exact location and

identified; it sloped down towards the south, right

progressive three-dimensional accretion of archae-

into what should have been the tomb courtyard.

ological spoil heaps in the various dumping areas of

These layers very likely constitute the filling of one

a site.

of the numerous large looting pits that were dug in
this area during the nineteenth century. One should

2.2 A New Kingdom tomb north of Maya

not forget that the centre of the courtyard of the new

In the 2018 fieldwork season, the remains of the

tomb lies less than 10 m away from the innermost

entrance pylon of a new tomb, provisionally num-

porticoed courtyard of the tomb of Maya, which, had

bered V82.1, had been found north of the tomb of

already attracted a great deal of attention from an-

7

Maya. During the current season, after gradual

tiquity-seekers before Lepsius partially cleared it in

lowering of the loose deposits north of the tomb, we

1843.8 The dispersal, over an area of 3 x 2.3 m, of

removed the dry-stone retaining wall which we had

limestone blocks mixed with mud-bricks (complete

built in 2017 and extended in 2018. The upper part

specimens measuring 26.5 x 13 x 7 cm), and pottery

of the north mud-brick wall (context 347) of the

sherds in square V80 (context 348, ca. 57.95 m ASL,

new tomb, running east-west almost exactly along

Fig. 6), almost certainly originated from one of these

the edge of the W80-82 squares and preserved up to

looting activities. One of the limestone fragments is

an elevation of 57.83 m ASL, could thus be exposed

inscribed on two sides, one of which mentions the

for its whole length of about 11.60 m. A loose sand

god Re-Horakhty (find no. R66). Among the other

deposit covered the top of this wall in square W80

objects recovered from this context, four fragments

(context 345), which contained mud-bricks (aver-

of a stone canopic jar (find no. F387) stand out.

age dimensions: 26 x 14 x 8 cm) and small flakes

Under a somewhat compact deposit of wind-blown
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Fig. 7: A compact deposit of wind-blown sand (context 353) covers the west wall of the new tomb. Photo by Nico Staring/
Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

sand (context 353) extending from the west edge of

far (Figs. 9, 10). Originally, this porticoed court very

squares V-W80 across the central part of the new

likely featured four columns on each side, regularly

tomb, the west outer wall (context 367) of the tomb

spaced about 1 m apart.

was found (-7). It is preserved to an elevation of

Unfortunately, preliminary investigation revealed no

57.60 m ASL, extends north-south for more than 6

decorated limestone slabs still in situ along the tomb

m, and is at least 70 cm thick (its full dimensions

walls, at least in this area, which showed clear traces

could not be established due to the deposits still

of looting, probably by nineteenth-century diggers.

covering its western edge). Having defined the pe-

One of the most exciting insights gained from the

rimeter of the new tomb (at least on three sides) a

excavation of the test trench was the identification

test trench of approximately 4 x 4 m was opened in

of the same thick layer of rubble, marl and pot-

the southeast quadrant of the structure in order to

tery sherds that had been found during the previ-

collect preliminary data on its general layout and on

ous seasons in the area surrounding the tomb and

the deposits filling it (Fig. 8). The area enclosed by

which seemingly constituted the walking level of

the outer wall measures 11 x 7 m, which is compa-

this part of the necropolis during the Ramesside

rable, for instance, to tombs like that of Paser or that

period (Fig. 11). This may suggest that the tomb

attributed to Sethnakht. The mud-brick wall of the

was still accessible and used somehow, although al-

pylon entrance is 1.20 m thick, and the main pas-

ready partly ruined, when the later Ramesside chap-

sageway is lined with limestone blocks and is 1.04

els unearthed in the 2017 and 2018 seasons were

m wide at the door jambs and 1.20 m at the door

built and used. Finally, the looting pits dug along

reveals. The tomb courtyard has a portico and the

the walls in order to extract the decorated limestone

remains of three columns (ca. 36 cm in diameter), a

slabs conveniently offered the opportunity to see,

column base (68 cm in diameter) and part of a pillar

under this supposedly Ramesside layer, the original

jutting out of the south wall have been identified so

floor of the tomb, and to ascertain that the floor is
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Fig. 8: Test trench in the southeast quadrant of the new tomb, looking north. Photo by Paolo Del Vesco/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 9: Test trench in the southeast quadrant of the new tomb, looking east, showing the position of three column bases
(two with remains of columns) and one pilaster base jutting out of the south wall. Photo by Paolo Del Vesco/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 10: The position of the pilaster base against the south wall of the new tomb, looking west. Photo by Paolo Del Vesco/
Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 11: The entrance doorway to the new tomb, looking west. A thick layer of rubble, marl and pottery sherds of the
Ramesside period connects the exterior surface of the tomb with the interior, where it partly covers the column bases of the
porticoed court. Photo by Paolo Del Vesco/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

some 60 cm above the floor level of the adjacent

3.1 Surveying and modelling the
ongoing excavation and the concession
area

tomb of Maya.

In recording the ongoing excavation, both the meth-

made of well-laid thick limestone slabs (see Figs. 8,
9, 10) and lies at an elevation of about 56.30 m ASL,

od and the workflow were improved on the basis of

3. Brief report on the work of the 3D
Survey Group of the Politecnico di
Milano

experience gained during the previous season. During the post-fieldwork processing of the data, it had
become clear that overall surveys of the entire area

(Alessandro Mandelli and Corinna Rossi)

under excavation were particularly useful, both to

In 2018, the Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara, in

record the changing ground morphology and to cor-

collaboration with the Politecnico di Milano, start-

rectly identify the position of all the smaller contexts,

ed using digital imaging to document both the site

which needed to be surveyed repeatedly as they were

9

and the excavation activities being carried out at it.

gradually dismantled. For this reason, during the

In 2019, the survey team carried on the two lines of

2019 season, the team regularly performed two gen-

work and research that had been started in 2018: the

eral surveys every week, on Mondays and Thursdays.

3D survey and modelling of the ongoing excavation,

The daily excavation work was recorded in 3D as

on the one hand, and that of the “completed” part of

the operations unravelled. Every morning the oper-

the concession, that is, the already excavated tombs

ators set up their topographic instruments in order

10

and their immediate surroundings, on the other.

to link all the ensuing surveys to the same reference

These two lines of work merged into a third one,

system. The accuracy of topographic measurements

namely, the construction of an overall model of the

was always kept below 1 cm. A camera Canon 5D

entire concession.

Mark III, with alternating Canon 20-mm and SIG-
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MA 8-mm fisheye lenses, was used to survey the

completed with a series of images acquired with the

contexts. The overall surveys were carried out by

same camera, using the SIGMA 8-mm fisheye lens.

means of a photographic pole that lifted the camera

The result of the photogrammetric process is a Digi-

to a height of 3 m above ground level. The geom-

tal Surface Model (DSM) that describes the different

etry of acquisition, the overlap of the images, and

elevations of the ground.11 During the post-process-

the distance between the camera and the ground

ing of the data, the DSM was enriched with high-res-

allowed for a resolution of about 2 mm at the end

olution dense clouds of the tombs of Maya, Tia,

of the photogrammetric workflow. This means that

Horemheb, and Meryneith (Fig. 13).

the three-dimensional meshes could be computed

an area of 2 mm2 (Fig. 12).

3.2 Three-dimensional survey of the
underground structures of the tomb of
Meryneith

As regards work on the already excavated tombs, the

(Luca Perfetti)

survey team performed a 3D survey of the subterra-

The underground portion of the tomb of Meryneith

nean portion of the tomb of Meryneith (see below),

was 3D surveyed by means of the time-tested meth-

which is therefore the first tomb of the concession

od of using fisheye lenses.12 The data for the vertical

to be fully documented in 3D both above and below

shaft were acquired by lowering the camera using

ground. The survey of the first section of the subter-

the same method already adopted in 2018 in an-

ranean portion of the tomb of Horemheb was also

other shaft.13 The ensuing 3D model (Fig. 14) has

started, and will be continued during the next season.

an accuracy of ~1 cm. It was later georeferenced and

The overall survey of the entire concession was

merged with the 3D survey of the upper part of the

using triangles of 2 mm on the side; consequently,
each pixel in the final orthophotos corresponds to

Fig. 12: Orthophoto of the current excavation area, at the northern limit of the Leiden-Turin Expedition concession area. Image
by 3D Survey Group, Politecnico di Milano/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 13: Digital Surface Model of the whole concession area of the Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara. Image by 3D Survey
Group, Politecnico di Milano/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

tomb as well as with the overall model of the entire

The preliminary results suggest that, in compari-

concession.

son with the photogrammetric survey achieved by a

Once the reliability of the survey data had been as-

fisheye lens, the videogrammetric method shows a

certained, the team moved on to test the acquisition

maximum deviation in the range of ~40 cm, as well

of the same spatial data by means of videogramme-

as a lack of data in some areas (Fig. 16). These tests

try. As part of his PhD thesis,

14

Luca Perfetti carried

proved to be extremely useful in establishing how to

out a series of experiments using six different ge-

develop this method into a reliable survey technique.

ometric configurations of a multi-camera system
multi-camera system is made up of four low-cost

4. Recording graffiti in the tomb of
Horemheb

action cameras mounted rigidly on an aluminium

(Nico Staring and Luca Perfetti)

used to acquire and compare the same 3D data. The

frame; different configurations were tested in the
field (Fig. 15). The device is hand-held and acquires

4.1 Recording tomb graffiti

a continuous video sequence while the operator

The tomb of Horemheb, the general who became

walks along the passages and rooms to be surveyed.

king in the late Eighteenth Dynasty, dominates the

Spaced still frames can be later sampled from the

necropolis in the Leiden-Turin concession area. The

video streams and used to achieve the video-based

monumental, temple-like tomb superstructure was

3D model of the area.

rediscovered in 197515 and the archaeological inves-

The main advantages of this method are affordabil-

tigation of the forecourt was concluded in 2006.16

ity and speed: the survey of the entire subterrane-

The structure proved to contain numerous graffiti

an tomb was completed in 30 minutes. These tests

scratched into or painted onto the walls and paving

were carried out within a broader frame of activi-

stones in ancient times. Martin17 published a cor-

ties aimed at defining the best geometric hardware

pus of 34 graffiti and Raven and van Walsem18 add-

configuration to record tunnel-like environments.

ed to it with another 10 specimens scratched into
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Fig. 14: 3D Model of the tomb of Meryneith and its underground complex, by 3D Survey Group, Politecnico di Milano/LeidenTurin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 15: Examples of four different configurations for the multi-camera acquisition system used in the test. 3D Survey Group,
Politecnico di Milano/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 16: Results of the videogrammetric survey of the underground portion of the tomb of Meryneith: acquisition of survey
data on site (left), oriented image network (centre) and a comparison of deviation against ground-truth data (right). 3D Survey
Group, Politecnico di Milano/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 17: The entrance doorway in the tomb of Horemheb, looking west. The arrow indicates the location of the graffiti survey
on the exterior of the pylon gateway. Image by Nico Staring/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

the stone elements of the pylon gateway. Yet, not all

nearby. It also paves the way for a material approach

the graffiti were seen at the time. In 2013, a closer

to the study of the graffiti, in the sense that their de-

look at the exterior jambs of the entrance pylon re-

tailed recording reveals something about how they

19

vealed 15 additional graffiti.

In direct sunlight or

were produced. Finally, the documentation offers

full shade most were invisible, which explains why

the possibility of producing digital facsimile draw-

they were not seen before, despite the fact that some

ings by importing the orthorectified image in Adobe

were situated in close proximity to the specimens

Illustrator as a JPG file. The following should be re-

that had been copied in the field. Moreover, the wall

garded as a progress report on a method still in the

surface displays a marked patina, which made re-

making.21 The proposed integrated approach to the

covering and adequately documenting the graffiti a

study of graffiti takes into consideration the archi-

complicated exercise.

tectural and iconographic setting, the archaeological

Recent developments in the domain of digital imag-

context, and the wider landscape in which the tomb

ing (e.g. Reflectance Transformation Imaging) have

structures are embedded.

proved to offer great advantages in the documentaemployed at Saqqara by the 3D Survey Group of the

4.2 Horemheb’s entrance gateway: date
of construction

Politecnico di Milano could also offer a solution to-

In total, 25 graffiti were recorded on the stone surfac-

the problem of graffiti-documentation. The Leiden-

es of the pylon gateway, a mud-brick structure with

Turin expedition therefore started to experiment

a limestone-lined doorway and a limestone-block

with the documentation of graffiti in the pylon gate-

floor. The mud-brick pylon gateway is part of the

way of Horemheb (Fig. 17). The integrated approach

tomb’s forecourt. This architectural feature was cre-

we adopted allows the graffiti to be studied in the

ated after the construction of the tomb’s core (here

built context and in relation to the other graffiti

considered as construction phase 1), consisting of

tion of graffiti.20 The 3D documentation techniques
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Fig. 18: Orthomosaic of the southeast jamb of the pylon gateway. Image by Luca Perfetti and Nico Staring/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.
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the limestone pylon, outer peristyle courtyard, stat-

was designed to fulfil a twofold purpose: i) to pro-

ue chamber, inner peristyle courtyard, and three cult

duce an orthomosaic of the wall carrying the graffiti,

chapels in the west. The north and south walls of the

and ii) to construct a high-resolution 3D model of the

forecourt were built against the east façade of the

stone surface with the aim of enhancing the engrav-

stone pylon. The decoration of the limestone revet-

ings by means of simulated light. The first goal re-

ment blocks in all areas of the core building were ex-

quired control over light conditions and a 2D image

ecuted in the reign of Tutankhamun. The forecourt

resolution of 0.5 mm/pixel; the second goal, instead,

was probably built in the reign of Horemheb,

22

likely

required a 3D resolution of 0.5 mm, which common-

in conjunction with the enlargement of the subter-

ly translates to a required 2D image resolution of 0.1

ranean complex entered from the tomb shaft in the

mm/pixel. To meet both requirements at the same

inner courtyard. The figural graffiti depicting the

time, a full-frame 24-megapixel camera (Canon 5D

king (Gr. 36, striding king wearing the blue crown;

Mark III) equipped with a 35 mm lens was employed.

Gr. 43, king’s head wearing the white crown; Gr. 44,

The capturing distance was set equal to the minimum

king’s head wearing the blue crown; Figs. 18, 19)

focusing distance of the lens so as to ensure the max-

were possibly produced in relation to the cult of the

imum possible resolution with the available instru-

deified king, which started in the Nineteenth Dynas-

mentation. The Ground Sampling Distance (GSD) of

ty. The graffiti of boats (Figs. 18, 20) – often con-

this configuration was 0.1 mm/pixel. A white cloth

sidered as metonyms representing both an identity

was placed in front of the graffiti to diffuse the natu-

and a journey

23

– were probably also left by people

ral sunlight when present and two speed lights were

visiting the deceased king’s memorial temple.

employed to illuminate the scene with a narrow-incidence angle to reveal the shallow engraving. The ac-

4.3 Horemheb’s entrance gateway: the
archaeological context

quisition followed classical nadiral capturing geometry and was carried out row-wise from top to bottom.

The published archaeological report states that the

The overlap between consecutive images and rows

west half of the entrance gateway was filled with

was set respectively to 80% and 60%. The acquisition

windblown sand up to 1 m above floor level.

24

The

ended with few additional images acquired from a

lower 30 cm of this sand deposit contained pot-

distance, thus with a higher GSD, and tilted vertically

sherds of Ramesside date. Thus, this part of the

to help further processing steps (structure from mo-

gateway was likely clear of sand to floor level well

tion). In total, 404 photos were taken of the exteri-

into the Nineteenth Dynasty. This suggests that the

or wall surface (the limestone doorjambs) and 131

entrance gateway remained accessible despite in-

of the interior limestone doorjambs. These photos

creasing accumulation outside the tomb. In the east

were processed at full resolution following a typical

half of the gateway, the 10 cm thick deposit on top

photogrammetric pipeline using Agisoft Metashape

of the pavement flagstones consisted of a grey layer

(Fig. 21). The two acquisitions were scaled using cali-

filled with small limestone chips and small weath-

brated scale bars included in the data capture and the

ered potsherds. The latter ranged in date from the

resulting scaling error was 0.003 mm.

early Eighteenth Dynasty to the Ramesside period.

The texturised OBJ models can be opened in the free

This fill likely slid into the gateway from the east.

and open-source processing software system Mesh-

This is corroborated by the observation that in front

Lab. The software offers the user a tool that simu-

of the gateway, to the east, a 10 cm thick mud layer

lates artificial light. The tool can illuminate the 3D

sloped up away from the doorway to the north and

object from different angles in a way similar to an

east. Underneath this deposit, situated east of the

RTI (Reflectance Transformation Imaging) applica-

north and south doorjambs at floor level, late Eight-

tion (Fig. 22).

eenth Dynasty potsherds were found.

4.5 Preliminary conclusion

4.4 The 3D survey

The graffiti carved on the exterior wall surface, in

The 3D survey of the graffiti of the tomb of Horemheb

particular those on the southeast doorjamb, cover
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Fig. 19: Graffito of a striding king (Gr. 36) and hieratic visitor’s inscription (Gr. 37). Orthoimage by Luca Perfetti/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara. Line drawing by Nico Staring/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 20: Group of boat graffiti (nos. 46-51). Orthoimage by Luca Perfetti/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara. Line drawing by
Nico Staring/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 21: OBJ model of the northeast doorjamb of the pylon gateway, showing the position of the photographs. Luca
Perfetti/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 22: Texturised OBJ model of a section of the northwest doorjamb of Horemheb’s entrance
gateway opened in MeshLab, showing the wall surface under different simulated lights. The
wall section includes graffito no. 44, a king’s head, on the right-hand side of the images. Luca
Perfetti/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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the wall from bottom to top (as preserved). A group
of six boats (Gr. nos. 46-51) was carved on the two
lower courses of limestone blocks very close to the
floor (12.3 cm above floor level). The boats’ positions
on the wall suggests that the graffitists assumed a
sitting or crouching posture, and that the area in
front of the entrance to the tomb was kept free of
sand.

5. Preliminary report on pottery
(Valentina Gasperini and Alice Salvador)
The ceramic analysis of the 2019 season focused on
the materials from the “embalmers’ caches” (from

Fig. 23: “Goldfish” bowl C1184 with “charcoal docket”. Photo
by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

the 2017/2018 season), shaft 131 (from the 2018
season), and the newly excavated spoil heaps of the
1980s excavations.

one example (Fig. 23) yielded a charcoal docket,

5.1 The “embalmers’ caches”

possibly mentioning one of the four Sons of Horus.

The excavation of the “embalmers’ caches”, begun in

As stressed in the 2018 report, the charcoal dockets

2017, was completed during the 2018 season. The

were most probably written with black ink, result-

study of the ceramics from these seasons had not

ing in a very faded, and often barely legible, inscrip-

been finished in the spring of 2018,25 and its com-

tion.26 The study of the legible inscriptions, found to

pletion was hence the first task for 2019. During the

date on seven bowls, is ongoing.

first week of the 2019 season, the reconstruction and
processing of the “goldfish” bowls and pot-stands

5.1.2 Pot-stands

were completed. In the second week, they were clas-

The examples occur in a very standardised form with

sified, inventoried, described, drawn, and photo-

a diameter between 13 and 16 cm. They have an

graphed. The processing of the bottle types began in

everted rim that thickens slightly towards its exter-

the third week. The results of the 2019 analysis con-

nal edge, a cylindrical wall, and a rounded, external-

firmed the preliminary conclusions regarding the

ly thickened base. The coarse clay fabric usually has

materials and forms found and processed in 2018:

a grey core. The pot-stands show no wear-marks,

the newly studied pottery consisted of “goldfish”

confirming the hypothesis formulated in the 2018

bowls, pot-stands, and bottles exhibiting the same

season that their usage was limited in time, possibly

features and characteristics as the types already

to the embalming procedure and consequent depo-

studied during the previous campaigns, and no new

sition (Figs. 24, 25).

forms were identified.

5.1.3 Bottles

5.1.1 “Goldfish” Bowls

Those identified in 2019 are of the same types as

This very standardised form usually has a diameter

those identified in 2018: 68% have a vertical rim,

between 14 to 16 cm, an inturned rim that thick-

with a shallow indentation just below it, a cylindrical

ens slightly towards its external edge, a convex wall,

neck, ovoid body, and convex, slightly pointed base

and a rounded, sometimes slightly pointed base. The

(Figs. 26, 27); 21% (Figs. 28, 29) are characterised by

poor manufacturing of some of the examples may

two shallow ridges just below the rim; 11% (Fig. 30)

result in quite an irregular and asymmetrical shape,

have a slightly inturned rim, a short cylindrical neck,

in particular towards the base and rim. The surface

an ovoid body, and a rounded base. The first two

treatment is characterised by a burnished red slip,

types have a burnished red slip, while the third is

and the fabric is usually quite fine J1 (Nile silt). Only

plain. Though all are manufactured from Nile silt,
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Fig. 24: Pot-stand C1192. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 25: Pot-stand C1194. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 26: Bottle C1201. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/LeidenTurin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 27: Bottle C1195. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/LeidenTurin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 28: Bottle C1217. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.
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Fig. 29: Bottle C1274. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/LeidenTurin Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 30: Bottle C1272. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/LeidenTurin Expedition to Saqqara.

the first two types are of fine J1 fabric, whilst the

5.3 The spoil heaps

third type is of a coarser fabric.

The vast majority of the pottery processed during

The “embalmers’ caches” include small percentages

the 2019 season was recovered from the spoil heaps.

of New Kingdom (2%) and Late Antique (6%) mate-

The investigation of the less disturbed, sealed con-

rials. The majority (92%) of the pottery from these

texts found immediately underneath these heaps

caches is consistent with a Late Period, fifth century

was a priority. A rigorous statistical analysis was

BCE date.

undertaken for the pottery from the contexts underlying the modern surface and therefore belong-

5.2 Shaft 131

ing to more secure contexts (see below). It included
27

The pottery from this location

displays a very sim-

a detailed description of all diagnostic sherds and

ilar typological and chronological profile as the as-

vessels, taking into account fabric, measurements,

semblage from the “embalmers’ cache”: “goldfish”

percentage of the preserved diameter (either rim or

bowls, bottles, and pot stands from the Late Peri-

base), style, and surface treatment, including deco-

od (62%), with occasional (10%) Late Roman/Late

ration. Parallels with the existing site typology were

Antique amphorae and dishes, and New Kingdom

established. This analytical strategy will facilitate

(17%) beer and funnel-necked jars.

28

Additionally,

accurate counts of the amount of vessels originally

four small plates with direct rims, oblique walls, and

present in each context and high-probability esti-

flat, string-cut bases, also made of J1 Nile silt and

mates of the minimum number of forms original-

dated to the Late Period, were identified.

ly deposited in the assemblages. The identification
of the type and frequency of vessels will help to
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Fig. 31: Basin C1223 decorated with geometric motifs (external and internal surfaces). Photos by Nicola Dell’Aquila/LeidenTurin Expedition to Saqqara.

shed light on the original usage and function of the

ometric or stylised floral motifs, applied to the inte-

assemblages.

rior, the exterior, or the lip (see for example Fig. 31).

The statistical analysis identified new forms not

Imported pottery appears to have been abundant

previously represented in the Saqqara assemblage,

during the Late Period and in Late Antiquity, con-

increasing the site typology by 157 new diagnostics.

firming the observations made during the previous

These were all registered with C-numbers, and their

season. During both periods, the vast majority of

measurements, fabric, surface treatment, typologi-

imports appear to come from the Eastern Mediter-

cal parallels, and dating were recorded in detail, with

ranean. LR1 amphorae are, unsurprisingly, by far the

accompanying general analytical and interpretative

most common type of imported transport contain-

comments. The vases have been drawn and photo-

ers excavated from the Late Antique layers (9% of

graphed and will be integrated in the existing site

the total number of sherds processed; 74% of all im-

typology from next year onwards. Such a statistical

ported sherds). Additionally, during the same period

approach is an accurate method for the analysis of

there is a noticeable scarcity of imports from North

ceramics retrieved from secure contexts. For sur-

Africa (Tunisia and Libya), as African sigillata occurs

face finds of pottery and finds from excavation spoil

in very low percentages. The Late Period shows a

heaps, a general fabric and typological identification

prevalence of Greek and Phoenician imports, with a

was given, along with a general description. Body

slight prevalence of Torpedo Jars.

and diagnostic sherds were counted and registered,

Among the LR1 amphorae, three examples with ti-

and their relative percentages calculated.

tuli picti (see, for example, Fig. 32) are noteworthy.

The preliminary analysis of these materials confirms

Tituli picti, written in cursive Greek and preferably

the preponderance of Late Period and Late Antique

with red instead of black ink (as in the case of the

contexts. The Late Antique material mainly consists

Saqqara examples), occur very often on Late Antique

of Late Roman amphorae (LR1 and LR7), Aswan Ware

transport containers.29 Related to commercial marks

(mainly open shapes) and locally produced cooking

and added in extremely stylised writing, these signs

ware. A minor portion of the Late Antique materials

are often difficult to read. Several different types of

consists of large dishes and basins, often with wavy

tituli picti may occur on LR1 amphorae.30 They occur

rims, and having a polychrome decoration of ge-

on the neck, shoulder, or in the proximity of the han-
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Fig. 32: LR1 Amphora C1307 with titulus pictus and detail. Photos by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin Expedition to Saqqara.

dles. A preliminary analysis of the marked transport

The loose surface material that was studied during

containers from the spoil heaps was undertaken in

the 2019 season consisted of 3121 individual bones.

2019, but further investigation is required.

However, due to time constraints not all recovered

New Kingdom material is only represented by a small

material could be studied; consequently, the num-

number of blue painted sherds, very occasional beer

bers noted here are not a complete representation

jars, funnel-necked jars, and sherds manufactured

of everything that has been found during the 2019

from both Marl D and F, indicating a privileged re-

season. The remaining bones will be studied at the

gional import from the Eastern Delta (Marl F), and

start of the next season.

Lower and Middle Egypt (Marl D). The almost com-

Of the 3121 individual bones studied, 66 were of an-

plete absence of Marl A, on the other hand, indicates

imals and 419 were found out of context. This leaves

limited imports from the Theban area and prompts

us with 2636 individual human bones that can be as-

the question of network exchanges between Saqqa-

cribed to a well-defined archaeological context. These

ra and Upper Egypt during the Ramesside period.

can be used to determine the MNI (minimum number of individuals) for the area excavated in 2019.

6. Preliminary analysis of human
remains

Of the 48 contexts identified during the 2019 season, 31 contained human bone material. Of these,

(Ali Jelene Scheers)

context 332 – a dump mound from earlier excava-

Differently than in the previous excavation season,

tions – contained the most pieces, with 417 individ-

the skeletal material recovered during the 2019 sea-

ual bones. Context 322, also a surface deposit from

son consisted solely of loose surface material that

the excavation of nearby tombs, came in second with

cannot be traced to a complete skeleton. As such,

242 individual bones. Three other contexts31 con-

most of the season was spent reorganising and in-

tained between 200 and 230 individual bones each.

ventorying the skeletal material from previous sea-

Six contexts32 fall in the 100-to-199-item range,

sons (see below).

while the remaining contexts33 all contained less
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than 76 individual bones, with eight contexts34 con-

stela showing Anubis in the shape of a recumbent

taining less than ten fragments.

jackal on a booth. R74 is stylistically datable to the

The MNI is determined by examining each of the

Ramesside period; it shows a seated woman and an

bone fragments in a given context and estimating

inscription that may identify her as a mistress of the

how many individuals they represent. Doing this

house named Meryt.

for each context separately is problematic, as com-

The largest architectural fragments were found in-

mingling and scattering between contexts (and over

side or immediately adjacent to the new tomb. One

the whole site in general) has certainly happened

very damaged limestone block, F82, is worked in

through the years. The MNI should thus be calculat-

sunken relief in a style that is characteristic of the

ed for the whole range of individual bones excavated

late Eighteenth Dynasty and early Nineteenth Dy-

during the 2019 season. This results in a MNI of 26

nasty. It is inscribed with titles, one of which is Hm-

th

individuals, based on the presence of 21 adult left 5

nTr (‘priest’). It remains to be seen if it originally

metatarsals and 5 sub-adult right femora. As this is

belonged to the decoration of the new tomb. Block

only the minimum number of individuals, the true

R78 (Fig. 33) is probably a door jamb from a not yet

number of individuals scattered throughout the area

identified tomb chapel. It shows part of an offering

of this year’s excavation is probably higher, but of

formula carved in fine sunken relief, and reads “[…]

course impossible to determine exactly.

Ptah-Sokar and Nefertem, lord of ka-souls,37 may
they give […]”.

7. Objects and reliefs

The rectangular capital of a column, R66, is inscribed

(Lara Weiss and Daniel Soliman)

in sunken relief with an offering formula containing

As expected, the dumps of earlier excavations yielded many fragmentary objects whose original archaeological context was lost. Yet, a provenance
can be proposed for some groups, such as twenty
fragments of calcite stoneware, mostly dating to the
Early Dynastic period, which probably derive from
the Second Dynasty elite tomb underneath the tomb
of Maya.35 This tomb, as well as the one underneath
the tomb of Meryneith,36 are under investigation by
Ilona Regulski.
Over 60 limestone fragments dating to the New
Kingdom were recovered, the majority of which was
small and non-diagnostic. Many were decorated in
relief, some with traces of pigment. Still, it was often
not possible to sufficiently interpret their decoration
or to understand their provenance, although some
may come from the new tomb discovered in 2018 or
perhaps even from the tomb of Maya and Merit. A few
reliefs, described below, are of particular interest.
Fragment R31 belonged to a fine raised relief. It
shows the face of a woman wearing an elaborate wig.
It is cut in a style that is similar to that of the decoration of the tomb of Maya, although no join could
be established. The fragment may perhaps rather
derive from another tomb of a similar date. Two
smaller limestone fragments of funerary stelae were

Fig. 33: Block R78. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.

found. R68 is the right upper part of a round-topped
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ond row of items. A fragment of a similar offering list
was found in the main shaft of the tomb of Ramose.38
Various smaller objects also date to the New Kingdom, such as eight very fragile, fragmentary wooden
shabtis of the Ramesside period, which were restored
by Islam Taha. Unfortunately, their inscriptions are
still largely illegible. The fragments of a delicate cosmetic jar, F389, and a brightly painted fragment of a
wooden shabti box, F186, showing the arms of the
deceased in adoration, should date from the same
period (Fig. 34). The latter is inscribed with the male
name Iuty, which is attested in Memphis in the Eighteenth Dynasty.39 It is also tempting to link this fragment to the statue, now in Leiden, of the Nineteenth
Dynasty physician Iuty, whose name is written in the
exact same way.40 A female candidate is the woman
by the same name attested on a stela dedicated by an
Amenmose, probably from Saqqara.41 All other attestations of the name Iuty date to the Eighteenth Dynasty.42 Two curious calcite objects attributed to the
Ramesside period, F192 and F378 (Figs. 35, 36), have

Fig. 34: F186. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.

been tentatively identified as elements of the wheels
of a chariot. Parallels excavated in Egypt43 and from
museum collections44 suggest that at least F192 is

the name of the god Re-Horakhty. Finally, the large

probably a yoke-saddle finial.45

limestone block R77 displays part of a tabular offer-

Ten shabti fragments date to the Third Intermedi-

ing list. The lower parts of a row of items can be seen,

ate Period. Substantial quantities of fragments of

indicated for each column by a sign of a kneeling

textile, rope, and matting, as well as wood and reed

man holding an offering bowl, and the top of a sec-

were recovered. This material likely originates from

Fig. 35: F192. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.

Fig. 36: F378. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.
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burials found during the seasons of 1987 and later,

they have been interpreted as tokens, lids, or game

when the tomb of Maya was excavated. This is clear

pieces. The interpretation of the objects as lids can

from surrounding finds of dated newspaper snippets

probably be dismissed in the absence of a compa-

and a blue-painted sherd matching the ceramic ware

rable number of receptacles with matching-shaped

from the tomb of Maya and Merit, which Barbara As-

mouths.51 Objects made of reused pottery have hith-

ton is preparing for publication. Although these de-

erto mostly been found in production areas.52 The

posits evidently originated from the old excavation

group found this season may also come from an oc-

spoil heaps from the then Anglo-Dutch mission, it

cupation layer excavated in 2018 that showed signs

was decided to study them in detail in the upcoming

of production activity.53 The finds from this season,

season. This decision is justified not only by the con-

a flint stone knife blade (F351), a whetstone (F337),

sideration that excavation methods and techniques,

a possible biface (F400), and a few ceramic bowl

as well as research questions and aims, have changed

fragments used as painters’ palettes (one for plas-

since the late 1980s, but also because current archae-

ter) are comparable to those from last season. These

ometric approaches will hopefully allow new insights

tools are difficult to date but, based on the archae-

into materials that previously went unnoticed. The

ological context as well as the fabric, a Late Period

Late Period date of these materials is supported by

date is perhaps the most plausible.

associated finds such as faience amulets, shabtis, and
ceramic coffin fragments. The number of Late Period

8. A Late Period offering table

shabtis and shabti fragments, predominantly unin-

(Huw Twiston Davis and Daniel Soliman)

scribed, totalled 86. In addition, 93 ceramic “slipper”

One half of a double-sided offering table from the

coffin fragments of various sizes were found. They

Late Period, F92 (Fig. 37), was found in context 320.

were typically broken all around and undecorated.
The shape of three calcite canopic jar fragments suggests they date to roughly the same time.
Two fragments of inscribed papyrus were discovered among the material from the spoil heaps. One
fragment, F95, was restored and consolidated by
the Head of Restoration at Saqqara, Ashraf Ashour
Shaaban. After restoration, the now legible passages
suggested it contains a Coptic letter written in black
ink.46 The text, which is very fragmentary, mentions
the month Pamenoth. The second papyrus fragment, F283, was folded when found, and may constitute the lower edge of a Book of the Dead papyrus,
decorated with two red bands framed by thin black
lines. Traces of columns with black hieroglyphs are
visible, but too little is preserved to identify the content of the text. A similar fragment, dated to the New
Kingdom, was found in the tomb of Horemheb.47
Excavations also recovered a group of tools made
of reused pottery. This category of objects consists
of recut ceramic sherds, and includes 12 rounded
specimens and 22 scrapers.48 The scrapers were
probably used for the production of ceramics as well
as the processing of wood, stone, fur, and skins.49
The rounded pieces are relatively common, but their

Fig. 37: F92. Photo by Nicola Dell’Aquila/Leiden-Turin
Expedition to Saqqara.

exact date and function remain subject to debate:50
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The rectangular offering table shows a spout pro-

Horemheb, and in two chapels. Material excavated

truding from the short edge. A band of incised hi-

in previous seasons was repacked where necessary

eroglyphs runs along a raised outer edge with an

to be stored more efficiently. Specifically, Horemheb

elevated central column. A close parallel was reused

B was inventoried, and broken crates were replaced.

in the rim of a shaft lying just north of the northern

The materials of seasons 2002, 2003, 2004, 2009,

54

wall of the tomb chapel of Meryneith.

As the frag-

2010 and 2013, and the materials from shaft 99/I,

ment found in 2019 is similar in shape, it may have

Maya, the Tia deposit and Ramose were moved to

been reused as well. The recessed centre of F92 de-

gallery M in the subterranean complex of Horemheb.

picts two round bread loaves on an offering mat in

The materials stored in the subterranean complex of

the shape of a Htp-sign. Below the mat, offerings are

Meryneith were re-crated and inventoried as well.

depicted between two qbH-jars. The central column

The new pottery materials have been stored on new

has a dedicatory inscription, parts of which are leg-

wooden shelves, guaranteeing easier access to, and

ible. The first sign group is disturbed and may be a

an improved preservation of, the whole assemblage.

55

title.

It is followed by a name with filiation, read as

Paenpahesemmaakheru, son of Pasheriese,56 born

10. Tomb conservation

of Nefer-[…]. The reading of the first name Paenpa-

(Nicholas Warner)

hesemmaakheru (“son of the one praised in justifi-

In this season, conservation work at the site was car-

cation”) is tentative, as it is seemingly not attested

ried out between 18 March and 20 April. Following

elsewhere. The block-statue hieroglyph (Gardiner

the serious damage to mud-brick structures caused

extended library sign A 313) appears very clearly on

by heavy rainfall in the winter of 2018-2019, the

the table, and is here taken as a cryptographic writ-

focus of the work was on remedial conservation of

ing of Hsi, “praise”.

57

Names ending in m-mAa-xrw

the worst affected tombs, most particularly the tomb

are rare, but they are attested in theophoric names.

of Horemheb. The mud-brick entrance pylon of the

A Khonsuemmaakheru is attested during the Third

tomb of Horemheb, previously consolidated in Feb-

Intermediate Period at Thebes,
59

Raemmaakheru

58

while the names
60

and Horemmaakheru

ruary 2010, was badly affected by rains over subse-

are attest-

quent years. Severely eroded sections of brickwork

ed in the Late Period. The text along the edge of the

were cut out and replaced, and all wall faces were

offering stone starts at the spout, where it is dam-

re-pointed with mud mortar. The upper surfaces of

aged. It reads “… these [libations of yours (?)] which

each pylon block were given a plastic isolation lay-

come forth before your son, which come forth before

er below the upper two courses of brickwork, and a

Horus, […] the liquid which comes forth with you,

layer of stone chips was used to strengthen the top

without wea[rying your heart ab]out [it…]”. These

layer of mud render above. This render contained

phrases are part of a standard text on offering tables

a small percentage (1 part to 10 parts of water) of

from the Late Period, adapted from Pyramid Text ut-

Addibond adhesive, a non-migratory plasticiser. It is

61

terance 32.

hoped that this will improve the adhesion and wear
of the plaster over time, but the treatment will be

9. Reorganisation of storage rooms

monitored to evaluate its success, both at this loca-

(Lara Weiss, Daniel Soliman, Alice Salvador, and Ali

tion and in other areas where it was employed this

Jelene Scheers)

season. The two storeroom roofs between the second

A reorganisation of the on-site storerooms was un-

and third courtyards of the tomb were consolidated

dertaken to make better use of the existing space and

with new mud-bricks over a plastic isolation sheet.

create additional storage space in order to preserve

The new brickwork was stepped in order to reduce

excavated materials as best as possible and make

the load on the vaults below, and a layer of stone

them more readily accessible in the future. With kind

chips and pottery sherds was used to strengthen

support from architect Nicholas Warner, new timber

the top layer of mud render above the consolidated

shelving was installed in the north storage vault and

brickwork. This render also contained a small per-

the first subterranean chamber of the tomb shaft of

centage of Addibond plasticiser. The original inner
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wall faces of the two storerooms, north and south

and rain erosion had damaged its west and north

of the entrance passage to the third courtyard of the

walls, consolidated over a decade ago, to the point

tomb, were entirely re-pointed to prevent continuing

where a structural collapse was feared. The base of

erosion. On the southwest external face of the tomb,

the west wall and the entire north wall of this chap-

two reconstructed mud-brick wall faces showing se-

el were therefore faced with limestone rubble set in

rious erosion due to wind and rain were re-plastered

lime mortar. The roofs of Maya’s chapels were also

with a mud plaster containing a small percentage of

re-plastered to inhibit rainwater infiltration. At the

Addibond plasticiser. This area will be monitored to

tomb of Meryneith, it was found that the concrete

assess the effectiveness of this treatment.

plank covering the shaft of the tomb was causing se-

In addition to the conservation work in the tomb

vere condensation. The plank was therefore replaced

of Horemheb, work was carried out elsewhere in

with a new painted steel open grille cover to increase

the necropolis. At the small chapel of Paser, wind

air circulation in the subterranean chambers.
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